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Two Projects

1) Completed: Analysis of stockholders in 
America’s earliest business corporations

2) Ongoing: Analysis of purchases of 
“liberty bonds” during WWI



Early Corporations
Deeply entwined with politics; first corporations dominated by political and economic 

elite

Question: as politics became more democratic, and as incorporation became more 
accessible, did corporate ownership change

Specificially, were the founders/owners of later corporations:
-less wealthy
-less likely to hold elite occupations
-less likely to live near the corporations themselves (GIS)

Relative to earlier corporations?

Data: Corporations in New York, in 1791 and 1826
Stockholder lists, ~3,000 in NYC in 1826 (and 300 in 1791)

Addresses, occupation (directory)
Wealth (tax assessment lists)
Other info (census)

Compared to random 10% samples of population

Problem: No GIS shape file for early NYC



Sources
1. Stockholder lists (North River Insurance)

2. City 
Directory

3. City 
Tax 
List



New York City Maps

1791

1826



Traced Using Draw Program

1791
1826



Analysis

Problems: stockholder addresses often imprecise 
(“Broadway near Vesey”); streets renumbered, 
renamed

Instead of calculating distance from corporation, 
used % residing in uptown wards, etc.

Synopsis of results: in both periods, corporations 
dominated by wealthy elite, but later 
corporations did have less wealthy investors who 
were more likely to live in less affluent areas



Other Results - Inequality

Note: Mean assessed wealth is the mean value of taxable (real and personal) wealth recorded on assessment lists for household heads whose primary residence is listed in each 
ward, and may include real estate located in other wards.  Percent of directory entries indicates the share of total individuals and businesses (usually household heads 
and partnerships) in each ward.  Percent of assessed wealth is the share of taxable wealth held in each ward. Percent of corporate wealth is the total stock owned by 
households or businesses located in each ward as a share of total stock owned by all individuals and businesses where an address could be found.  The percent of 
households that owned stock is estimated by apportioning the stockholders who could not be identified uniquely in the directory into wards at the same rate as 
stockholding households listed in the directory; see data appendix for details.  
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Liberty Bonds



Liberty Bonds
WWI: massive expansion in Government expenditures

Financed by enormous amounts of borrowing

“Liberty bond drives” during 1917-20 marketed small-denomination bonds to 
ordinary households

Millions of households:  first exposure to financial assets other than bank 
account

Financial historians have conjectured that liberty bond drives contributed to 
‘financial development’ of US, greater participation in stock market during 
1920s

Question: how did liberty bond purchases vary geographically?  Was this 
geographical variation correlated with variation in subsequent financial 
development





Data

Federal Reserve District Banks coordinated distribution; 
assigned quotas, kept (some) statistics

Data inconsistent across districts, incomplete, frustrating…

Use 1920 county file to make maps showing 
subscriptions/capita, etc.

Eventually match to census data on demographics, other 
data on subsequent financial development








